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Negative area compressibility in silver(I)
tricyanomethanide†
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The molecular framework Ag(tcm) (tcm� = tricyanomethanide)

expands continuously in two orthogonal directions under hydro-

static compression. The first of its kind, this negative area compres-

sibility behaviour arises from the flattening of honeycomb-like layers

during rapid pressure-driven collapse of the interlayer separation.

In the absence of a structural phase transition, it is a thermo-
dynamic requirement that a system reduce its volume under
hydrostatic pressure.1 The phenomenon of negative compres-
sibility is the counterintuitive effect whereby this volume
reduction couples to an expansion of the material in at least
one linear dimension.2 Examples of such behaviour are rare
even amongst anisotropic materials because buckling and
bond compression mechanisms are almost always more effec-
tive at reducing crystal volume than is uniaxial or biaxial lattice
expansion. Not only does the existence of negative compressi-
bility challenge our understanding of the ways in which materials
can respond to external stimuli, but the phenomenon is also of
practical importance. It promises a means of developing artificial
muscles, nanoscale actuators and high-performance pressure
sensors for sonar and altitude measurements.2,3 In principle,
the most extreme such response allowed thermodynamically is
that of negative area compressibility (NAC), whereby a material
expands along two orthogonal directions on increasing hydro-
static pressure. The possibility that tetragonal PbTiO3 might
show an extremely weak NAC effect has been raised4 and
disputed;5 similarly weak effects are thought to occur at high
pressure in NaV2O5 (ref. 6) and are predicted for TlGaSe2.7

Instead the remarkably few negative compressibility materials
that have been characterised unambiguously expand only along
one principal axis when compressed hydrostatically (i.e., negative
linear compressibility, NLC).8–12 The distinction between NLC
and NAC is more fundamental than magnitude alone: NAC
materials increase their surface area under hydrostatic pressure,
and so they can be used as substrates to provide order-of-
magnitude amplification of piezoelectric response in e.g. ferro-
electric sensors.2

One strategy for identifying negative compressibility candi-
dates is to target framework materials that exhibit anisotropic
negative thermal expansion (NTE): a material that shrinks in
one direction on heating is likely to expand in that same
direction on compression.13 While there is no requirement that
deformation mechanisms under temperature and pressure be
identical,14 there is empirical evidence of such a correspondence
amongst molecular framework materials.8,9,12,15 The natural
strategy then for identifying NAC candidates is to investigate
framework materials that exhibit area-NTE. It is for this reason
that we chose to investigate silver(I) tricyanomethanide, Ag(tcm):
its layer-like network topology [Fig. 1(a)] is of a form often
associated with area-NTE.16,17 In this compound, each Ag+

cation is coordinated by three tcm� anions in an approximately
trigonal arrangement; likewise each tcm� anion is coordinated
by three Ag+ centres.18,19 The resulting hexagonal (6,3) topology
is sufficiently open that two honeycomb networks interpenetrate
within each layer of the crystal structure [Fig. 1(b)]. Adjacent
layers interact via long Ag� � �N contacts [d(Ag� � �N) > 3 Å] that
are sufficiently weak that the material behaves essentially as
a two-dimensional framework, capable even of intercalation
chemistry.19

Using single-crystal X-ray diffraction, we first established the
thermal expansion behaviour of Ag(tcm) to verify whether
or not the material exhibits area-NTE. Because the material
crystallises in the orthorhombic (polar) space group Ima2,18 its
thermal expansivity is uniquely determined by the relative rate of
change of the unit cell lengths with temperature.17 We observe
essentially linear thermal variation in these parameters over the
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temperature range 100–250 K [Fig. 2(a)], yielding coefficients of
thermal expansion of �48(3), +200(2) and �54.0(4) MK�1 along
the a, b, and c axes, respectively.17 As is increasingly found to be
the case for molecular frameworks,13,20 the magnitudes of these
values are large compared to those obtained for traditional
engineering materials, for which one expects linear coefficients
of thermal expansion in the vicinity of +20 MK�1 (i.e., a 0.2%
increase in linear dimension for each 100 K temperature rise).21

What is clear is that Ag(tcm) does exhibit area-NTE, with an
area coefficient of thermal expansion for the (a,c)-plane, a(010) =
�102(3) MK�1, that is the most extreme negative value reported
for a layered material. The material undergoes a 1% reduction
in area for each 100 K rise in temperature—more than an order
of magnitude larger than the corresponding values for area-NTE
systems such as graphite and Ni(CN)2 (aA = �2.4 and �13 MK�1,
respectively).17,22,23

The microscopic mechanism responsible for this behaviour
can be deduced from the variation in framework geometry
during heating. The established model of area-NTE in layered
materials predicts coupling between NTE and the extent of layer
‘rippling’, as quantified by the inter-network torsion angle y
[Fig. 1(b and c)].16 Our measurements indeed indicate an increase
in y with temperature [Fig. 2(b)].24 Using simple geometric argu-
ments, the temperature dependence of y can be used to estimate
the value of aA attributable to layer rippling:

acalcA ¼ �y tan y
2

� �
ay; (1)

where ay = d(ln y)/dT (see ESI† for derivation). Our data give
acalc

A = �101 MK�1, which is within experimental error of the

observed value of �102(3) MK�1. Consequently, we can be
confident that the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 1(c) is respon-
sible for area-NTE in Ag(tcm).

In order to determine whether or not Ag(tcm) exhibits the target
property of NAC, we performed a series of neutron diffraction
measurements across the pressure range 0 o p o 2 GPa using
the PEARL instrument at ISIS. The use of neutron radiation
maximises the scattering sensitivity to C/N atoms in the
presence of Ag atoms, which is all the more important for
measurements performed in the high-background sample
environments required for variable-pressure experiments. We
found that, for powdered samples, the ambient phase is stable
up to 0.615(6) GPa, but by 0.672(7) GPa it has transformed
reversibly to a related phase with symmetry not higher than
monoclinic. The same transformation occurs at higher pressures
(0.83 o pc o 1.47 GPa) in single-crystal experiments (see ESI† for
further discussion); our focus here is on the pressure-dependent
behaviour of the ambient phase rather than the nature of
the phase transition or the high-pressure phase. Rietveld
refinement against the corresponding neutron diffraction
patterns revealed the anticipated increase in a and c parameters
[Fig. 2(c)], with the anomalous expansion of the material in
these directions being allowed by a much more rapid decrease
in the interlayer spacing (given by the lattice parameter b).
Our variable-pressure lattice parameter data can be converted
into compressibilities using the relationship Kl = �[q(ln l)/qp]T,
from which we obtain Ka = �3.5(6) TPa�1, Kb = +66(20) TPa�1,
and Kc = �4.0(6) TPa�1. Consequently, the compressibility is
negative everywhere within the (a,c)-plane, with the magnitude

Fig. 1 (a) The crystal structure of Ag(tcm) is composed of stacked,
doubly-interpenetrating (6,3)-nets in which both Ag+ (large spheres) and
tcm� ions (smaller spheres) function as trigonal nodes. (b) The extent of
rippling of layers (viewed along b and a in the top and bottom parts of this
panel, respectively) can be quantified by the inter-network angle y (see ESI†).
(c) The generic mechanical response of a layered material links volume
expansion to increasing interlayer separation and increasing layer rippling.
The cross-sectional area of each layer is maximised by reducing y, and
hence increases during volume reduction under hydrostatic compression.

Fig. 2 (a) The thermal variation of lattice parameters, determined using
single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurements, is illustrated here for ease
of comparison as a % change relative to the extrapolated value at 100 K.
Solid lines are weighted linear fits to the data obtained using the program
PASCal.17 (b) The corresponding variation in inter-network angle y indicates
an increase in layer rippling on heating. (c) The pressure dependence of
lattice parameters, measured using variable-pressure neutron diffraction,
is represented as a % change relative to the extrapolated value at 0 GPa.
(d) The corresponding variation in y now indicates a decrease in layer
rippling under compression.
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of NAC quantified by the corresponding area compressibility
K(010) = Ka + Kc = �7.5(8) TPa�1.

Conventional engineering materials (e.g. iron) have linear
compressibilities K B 5 TPa�1 that correspond to a decrease of
ca. 0.5% in length for each 1 GPa pressure increase;25 con-
sequently, the NAC behaviour of Ag(tcm) is essentially as strong
as the positive area compressibility of these ‘normal’ phases.
Moreover, despite the fact that the orthorhombic symmetry of
Ag(tcm) allows for different behaviour in the a and c directions,
we find that both its compressibility and its thermal expansivity
are essentially isotropic within the entire (a,c) plane. Isotropy is
important for NAC applications because it avoids composite
warping and performance breakdown.2

That NAC is driven by the same layer-rippling mechanism as
area-NTE is evident in the variation of the parameter y with
increasing pressure [Fig. 2(d)]. The volume reduction accom-
modated by rapid collapse of the interlayer spacing (note Kb c

5 TPa�1) evidently couples with a reduction in the degree
of layer rippling: dy/dp o 0. To substantiate further our
interpretation of the NAC mechanism, we recast eqn (1) in
terms of compressibilities; our refined values of y give K calc

A =
�y tan(y/2)Ky = �26 TPa�1. That the measured area compressi-
bility K(010) = �7.5(8) TPa�1 is somewhat smaller in magnitude
reflects the expected B10 TPa�1 contribution from (positive)
bond compressibilities omitted from the geometric formalism
of eqn (1), as discussed elsewhere for NLC materials.13 Indeed,
that the p/T correspondence inferred in Fig. 1(c) holds qualita-
tively for Ag(tcm) is immediately evident in the close relation-
ship between the temperature- and pressure-induced lattice
parameter and layer rippling parameter variations documented
in Fig. 2.

In conclusion, we find that silver(I) tricyanomethanide exhi-
bits NAC over the pressure range 0 o p o 0.615 GPa with an
essentially isotropic area compressibility of similar magnitude
(but opposite sign) to that of established engineering materials.
From a structural viewpoint, the phenomenon can be under-
stood in terms of pressure-driven damping of layer ‘rippling’,
acting to increase the layer cross-sectional area at larger hydro-
static pressures. Variable-pressure spectroscopic measurements
may provide valuable additional insight into the subtle variations
in bonding interactions that occur throughout this process.26

In favour of immediate application of Ag(tcm) in ultra-high-
precision sensing devices are (i) the ease with which large
single-crystal samples can be prepared under ambient condi-
tions and using readily-available solvents, and (ii) its optical
transparency. Moreover, the polarity of its crystal structure
offers the possibility of designing multifunctional devices

based on Ag(tcm) in which the interplay between responses to
electric field, temperature, and pressure are exploited to produce
piezoelectric and thermoelectric devices.
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